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Twenty-five point two
million light-years
from Earth's
embrace 

In Fireworks Galaxy's
boundless space... 





There’s Kibou... 

A planet so big and
rounded that when
you see it you’ll be
astounded





On Kibou, is where
you’ll find the Mochis

Little creatures once
happy and cozy.





But their happiness
and coziness is now
at stake

Because to a big
problem they’ll have
to wake.





Oh, what a fuss,
Kibou’s light is fading,
dwindling at last!  





Mochis are scared,
they’re starting to
weep 

For nature's wrath,
rose from Her
sleep.





As floods and
tornadoes sweep
through their land

They go into hiding
with their head in the
sand 





But even inside from
their hiding place

They cannot avoid
feeling haze and
disgrace





One day they see their
feelings where
empathy lies

In the mirror of other
Mochis’ eyes. 





That’s how they
knew not alone they
were 

Which gave them the
courage to go out
and share.





To save their planet,
what can they do?
 
A question that's
puzzling, both me and
you. 





Perhaps they'll plant
trees and clean the
air 

Protect the oceans
with love and care.





Mochis can recycle,
reduce, and reuse,
 
Conserve the water
and energy...they'll
choose. 





Teach others to
cherish the land so
dear 

For in unity's
strength, there's
nothing to fear.





With each small step,
they'll make a
change 

Their world they'll
restore and
rearrange.





So, let's join Mochis,
hand in hand 
 
Protect our Earth,
just like they planned.





For in the end, we
all must see 

It's up to us to keep
our planet’s glee.





With love and action,
we'll make it right 

And Kibou will shine in
eternal light.
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